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a b s t r a c t

Feature selection is known as a good solution to the high dimensionality of the feature space and mostly

preferred feature selection methods for text classification are filter-based ones. In a common filter-based fea-

ture selection scheme, unique scores are assigned to features depending on their discriminative power and

these features are sorted in descending order according to the scores. Then, the last step is to add top-N fea-

tures to the feature set where N is generally an empirically determined number. In this paper, an improved

global feature selection scheme (IGFSS) where the last step in a common feature selection scheme is modi-

fied in order to obtain a more representative feature set is proposed. Although feature set constructed by a

common feature selection scheme successfully represents some of the classes, a number of classes may not

be even represented. Consequently, IGFSS aims to improve the classification performance of global feature

selection methods by creating a feature set representing all classes almost equally. For this purpose, a local

feature selection method is used in IGFSS to label features according to their discriminative power on classes

and these labels are used while producing the feature sets. Experimental results on well-known benchmark

datasets with various classifiers indicate that IGFSS improves the performance of classification in terms of

two widely-known metrics namely Micro-F1 and Macro-F1.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Rapid developments of internet technologies lead an increase on

the amount of electronic documents worldwide. Consequently, hier-

archical organization of these documents becomes a necessity. This

situation enhances the importance of text classification whose goal

is to classify texts into appropriate classes according to their con-

tents. Text classification is applied to numerous domains such as topic

detection (Rill, Reinel, Scheidt, & Zicari, 2014), spam e-mail filtering

(Gunal, Ergin, Gulmezoglu, & Gerek, 2006; Idris & Selamat, 2014),

SMS spam filtering (Uysal, Gunal, Ergin, & Gunal, 2013), author identi-

fication (Zhang, Wu, Niu, & Ding, 2014), web page classification (Saraç

& Özel, 2014), and sentiment analysis (Medhat, Hassan, & Korashy,

2014). Text classification tasks can be realized with schemes hav-

ing different settings. A fundamental text classification scheme, as

in many different pattern recognition problems, consists of feature

extraction and classification stages. Due to the nature of the prob-

lem, feature extraction mechanism needs to extract numerical infor-

mation from raw text documents. Then, any classifier can be used

to finalize the text classification process by predicting the label of

documents. However, preprocessing (Uysal & Gunal, 2014) and fea-

ture selection (Uysal et al., 2013) are known as very important stages
∗ Tel.: +90 2223213550.
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esides feature extraction and classification. Researchers in this field

re still studying on enhancing the performance of text classifica-

ion by incorporating various preprocessing (Dara, Dowling, Travers,

ooper, & Chapman, 2008; Uysal & Gunal, 2014), feature extrac-

ion (Vicient, Sánchez, & Moreno, 2013), feature selection (Uysal &

unal, 2012; Wang, Liu, Feng, & Zhu, 2015), and classification (B. Yang,

hang, & Li, 2011) methods.

Although there exist some recent studies about improving the

eature extraction with the contribution of Wikipedia or similar re-

ources, bag-of-words approach (Joachims, 1997) is the commonly

sed technique for feature extraction stage. In this approach, the or-

ers of terms are neglected and text documents are represented with

eighted frequencies (i.e., TF-IDF (Manning, Raghavan, & Schutze,

008)) of the unique terms in the collection. As each unique term is

sed in the construction of the feature set, even a collection includ-

ng small number of documents may be expressed with thousands of

eatures. Excessive numbers of features may have negative effects on

oth classification accuracy and computational time. Therefore, most

f the researchers concern with the feature selection stage in order to

vercome these kinds of negative effects.

Feature selection techniques are generally categorized as filters,

rappers, and embedded methods. While wrappers and embedded

ethods require a frequent classifier interaction in their flow, fil-

ers do not need any classifier interaction during the construction

f the feature set. Requirement of a classifier interaction may in-

rease running time and make the feature selection method adapted

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2015.08.050
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/eswa
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.eswa.2015.08.050&domain=pdf
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o a specific learning model. Due to these reasons, filter-based

ethods are preferred more compared to wrappers and embedded

ethods.

Filter-based methods can be divided into two categories referred

s global and local depending on whether they assign a unique score

r multiple class-based scores for any feature (Taşcı & Güngör, 2013).

n the case of local feature selection methods, a globalization pol-

cy is necessary to convert the multiple local scores into a unique

lobal score (Uysal & Gunal, 2012). On the other hand, in the case

f global feature selection methods, the scores can be directly used

or feature ranking. The features are ranked in descending order and

op-N features are included in the feature set (Guyon & Elisseeff,

003) where N is usually an empirically determined number. Some

xamples to global feature selection methods for text classification

re document frequency (Yang & Pedersen, 1997), information gain

Lee & Lee, 2006), improved Gini index (Shang et al., 2007), and dis-

inguishing feature selector (Uysal & Gunal, 2012). Another catego-

ization about characteristics of filter-based feature selection meth-

ds is whether they are one-sided or two-sided (Ogura, Amano, &

ondo, 2011). In one-sided metrics, while features indicating mem-

ership to classes have a score greater than or equal to 0, features

ndicating non-membership to classes have a score smaller than 0.

s features are ranked in descending order and the features having

ighest scores are included in the feature set, the negative features

re not used in case there is no candidate positive feature. How-

ver, scores of two-sided methods are greater than or equal to 0.

hey implicitly combine positive and negative features which indi-

ate the membership and non-membership to any class, respectively.

n this case, considering one-against-all strategy in feature selection,

ositive features attain higher scores than negative ones. Thus, the

egative features are rarely added to the feature set in two-sided

etrics. Some examples to one-sided feature selection metrics for

ext classification are odds ratio (Zheng, Wu, & Srihari, 2004) and

orrelation coefficient (Ogura et al., 2011). In addition to the pro-

osal of new metrics, feature selection studies for text classifica-

ion proceed with improvement of current feature selection meth-

ds and developing ensemble approaches which combine various

ethods.

In the literature, there exist some studies dealing with integra-

ion of negative features in the feature set especially to handle the

roblems resulting from class imbalances. In previous studies, a lo-

al feature selection method which explicitly combines positive and

egative features is proposed (Zheng & Srihari, 2003; Zheng et al.,

004). Experimental results on a single dataset show the efficiency

f the proposed approach on imbalanced datasets. In a more recent

tudy, the ability of selecting suitable negative features for some lo-

al feature selection methods is investigated on imbalanced datasets

Ogura, Amano, & Kondo, 2010). In another study, one-sided and two-

ided feature selection metrics are compared for imbalanced text

lassification (Ogura et al., 2011). In one of the previous studies, a fea-

ure selection technique that automatically detects appropriate num-

er of features containing both positive and negative features is pro-

osed (Pietramala, Policicchio, & Rullo, 2012). The performance of

he proposed approach which selects dynamic amount of features

s compared with the performance of feature sets with some pre-

etermined feature dimensions. The experiments show that the pro-

osed approach succeeds in most of the experiments. Also, a com-

arison is carried out on two-sided feature selection metrics for text

lassification and an adaptive feature selection framework is pro-

osed (Taşcı & Güngör, 2013). It is concluded that selecting differ-

nt number of features for each class improves the performance of

lassification on imbalanced datasets. Apart from these, there ex-

st some previous text classification studies dealing with combining

he power of various feature selection methods. In a study, informa-

ion gain method is separately combined with genetic algorithm and

rincipal component analysis (Uguz, 2011), respectively. It is reported
hat both of these combination methods attains better performance

han the individual performance of information gain. In a more recent

tudy, several filter methods are combined with genetic algorithm

Gunal, 2012). The results indicate that this combination outper-

orm the individual performances of the filter methods. In this study,

ontribution ratio of various feature selection metrics into the final

eature set is also investigated. Besides, there exist some recent stud-

es proposing solutions to determination of ideal number of features

sed for representation of documents automatically. As an example,

method that attempts to represent each document in the train-

ng set with at least one feature is proposed (Pinheiro, Cavalcanti,

orrea, & Ren, 2012). It is stated that this approach obtains equivalent

r better results than classical filter-based feature selection meth-

ds that attempts to determine the ideal number of features in a

rial and error methodology. As another example to this kind of ap-

roaches, in a more recent study, representation of documents with

ore than one feature is proposed in order to improve the perfor-

ance of classification (Pinheiro, Cavalcanti, & Ren, 2015). It is con-

luded that this approach performs better than or equal to the for-

er one that each document is represented with only one feature.

n addition, an improved feature selection scheme aiming to improve

lter-based feature selection methods is proposed (J. Yang, Qu, & Liu,

014). The main idea behind this study is to consider the imbalance

actor of the training sets in the globalization process of class-based

eature selection scores. It is reported that this improved scheme

an significantly improve the performance of feature selection

ethods.

In spite of numerous approaches in the literature, feature selection

or text classification is still an ongoing research topic. In this study,

eing inspired from some of the abovementioned studies, a new

ethod namely improved global feature selection scheme (IGFSS), is

roposed. IGFSS is a new approach which has some similarities with

he characteristics of other approaches in the literature. These simi-

arities can be listed as being a hybrid approach combining the power

f two feature selection methods, benefiting from the power of neg-

tive features, and proposing a generic solution for all of the filter-

ased global feature selection methods. IGFSS aims to improve the

lassification performance of global feature selection methods by cre-

ting a feature set representing all classes nearly equally. For this pur-

ose, a one-sided local feature selection method is integrated to the

eature selection process besides a global feature selection method.

nitially, the one-sided local feature selection method assigns a class

abel to each feature with a positive or negative membership degree.

o, positive and negative features mentioned in the previous works

re used as a part of the new method. Odds ratio was employed

s one-sided local feature selection method during experiments. In-

tead of adding top-N features having highest global feature selec-

ion scores to the feature set, equal number of features representing

ach class equally with a certain membership and non-membership

egree were included in the final feature set. In the experiments,

n empirically determined negative feature ratio was used to repre-

ent each class with nearly same number of negative features. The

xperiments were carried out for different classification algorithms,

atasets, and success measures. So, effectiveness of IGFSS was ob-

erved under different conditions. Results of the experimental analy-

is revealed that IGFSS offers better performance than the individual

erformance of global feature selection methods for all cases. In or-

er to analyze classification performances, two common metrics for

ext classification was employed in the experiments.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: feature selection meth-

ds used in this study are briefly described in Section 2. Section 3

ntroduces the details of IGFSS method. In Section 4, the classifiers

sed in the experiments are explained in details. Section 5 presents

he experimental study and results which are related to accuracy, for

ach dataset, classifier, and success measure. Finally, some conclud-

ng remarks are given in Section 6.
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2. Feature selection methods

Global feature selection methods and one-sided local feature se-

lection methods are within the scope of this paper. As it was pointed

out in the previous section, widely-known global feature selection

methods are document frequency (Yang & Pedersen, 1997), informa-

tion gain (Lee & Lee, 2006), Gini index (Shang et al., 2007), and distin-

guishing feature selector (Uysal & Gunal, 2012). Document frequency

is not a part of this study because it does not seem to be success-

ful compared to the other methods. Odds ratio (Forman, 2003) and

correlation coefficient (Zheng & Srihari, 2003) can be listed in the

category of one-sided local feature selection methods. In this study,

odds ratio was utilized as it produces excessive number of negative

features (Forman, 2003). Therefore, efficacy of the proposed IGFSS

method was assessed on information gain, Gini index and distin-

guishing feature selector. Mathematical backgrounds of the existing

feature selection methods used in this study are provided in the fol-

lowing subsections.

2.1. Information gain (IG)

IG scores show the contribution ratio of the presence or absence

of a term to correct classification of text documents (Forman, 2003).

IG assigns a maximum value to a term if it is a good indicator for

assigning the document to any class. As it is indicated below, IG is a

global feature selection metric as producing only one score for any

term t and this score is calculated using

IG(t) = −
M∑

i=1

P(Ci) log P(Ci) + P(t)
M∑

i=1

P(Ci|t) log P(Ci|t)

+ P(t)
M∑

i=1

P(Ci|t) log P(Ci|t), (1)

where M is the number of classes, P(Ci) is the probability of class Ci,

P(t) and P(t̄) are the probabilities of presence and absence of term t,

P(Ci|t) and P(Ci|t̄) are the conditional probabilities of class Ci given

presence and absence of term t, respectively.

2.2. Gini index (GI)

GI is a global feature selection method for text classification which

can be defined as an improved version of an attribute selection algo-

rithm used in decision tree construction (Shang et al., 2007). It has a

simple formulation which can be described as

GI(t) =
M∑

i=1

P(t|Ci)
2
P(Ci|t)2

(2)

where P(t|Ci) is the probability of term t given presence of class

Ci, P(Ci|t)is the probability of class Ci given presence of term t,

respectively.

2.3. Distinguishing feature selector (DFS)

DFS is one of the recent successful feature selection methods

for text classification and is also a global feature selection met-

ric (Uysal & Gunal, 2012). The idea behind DFS is to select distinc-

tive features while eliminating uninformative ones considering some

pre-determined criteria. DFS can be expresses with the following

formula:

DFS(t) =
M∑

i=1

P(Ci|t)
P(t̄|Ci) + P(t|C̄i) + 1

(3)

where M is the number of classes, P(Ci|t) is the conditional probability

of class Ci given presence of term t, P(t̄|Ci) is the conditional proba-

bility of absence of term t given class Ci, and P(t|C̄i) is the conditional

probability of term t given all the classes except C .
i
.4. Odds ratio (OR)

OR metric measures the membership and non-membership to a

pecific class with its nominator and denominator, respectively. The

embership and non-membership scores are normalized by divid-

ng them with each other (Mengle & Goharian, 2009). So, the nomi-

ator must be maximized and the denominator must be minimized

n order to get a highest score according to the formula. As it can also

e understood from the formula, the method is a one-sided metric

ecause the logarithm function produces negative scores while the

alue of the fraction is between 0 and 1. In this case, the features hav-

ng negative values point to negative features. The formula of OR can

e expressed as

R(t,Ci) = log
P(t|Ci)[1 − P(t|C̄i)]

[1 − P(t|Ci)]P(t|C̄i)
(4)

here M is the number of classes, P(t|Ci) is the probability of term t

iven presence of class Ci, and P(t|C̄i) is the conditional probability of

erm t given all the classes except Ci. In this paper, a simple smooth-

ng method was applied in order to avoid division by zero errors and

revent the nominator become zero. These situations are valuable as

hey represent maximum membership and non-membership. So, a

mall value such as 0.01 was added to both nominator and denomi-

ator of the fraction.

. IGFSS

In a classical global feature selection scheme for text classification,

eature selection scores indicating the discriminatory powers of all

erms in a given collection are calculated initially. Then, these terms

re sorted according to their feature selection scores in descending

rder. After this sorting process, top-N features are included in the

eature set as a final step (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003) where N is usually

n empirically determined number. IGFSS method aims to improve

he performance of classification by modifying the abovementioned

lobal feature selection process. For this purpose, a one-sided local

eature selection method is integrated to the feature selection process

esides an existing global feature selection method. So, IGFSS can be

egarded as an ensemble method where the power of a global feature

election method and a one-sided local feature selection method are

ombined in a different manner. The flow of IGFSS method is given as

elow:

Stage 1. (Feature labeling)

- Calculate one-sided local feature selection scores of features

for each class.

- Create a label set l for features including m ∗ 2 class labels

where m is the number of classes. While the first m class labels

represent membership, the second m labels represent non-

membership to these classes.

- For each feature, determine the highest local feature selection

score regarding their absolute values and assign the associated

class label from the label set l to the feature.

Stage 2. (Common global feature selection process)

- Calculate feature selection scores for features using one of the

global feature selection metrics.

- Sort the features in descending order according to the scores

and the sorted list is named as sl.

Stage 3. (Construction of the new feature set)

- Suppose that the size of the final feature set was given as fs

and a set of negative feature ratios was determined as nfrs. The

values in nfrs may change from 0 to 1 with a specified pre-

determined interval such as 0.1.
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Table 1

A sample collection.

Document name Content Class

Doc 1 mouse cat wolf C1

Doc 2 mouse cat dog horse C2

Doc 3 mouse cat dog mice horse C2

Doc 4 bat cow duck horse pelican C3

Doc 5 bat cow horse pelican C3

Doc 6 bat cow rat horse mice C3

Table 2

Feature selection scores and membership degrees.

Feature GI scores OR scores (C1, C2, C3) OR label Positive/

Negative

Bat 1 −4.1109, −4.3307, 4.6151 C3 Positive

Cow 1 −4.1109, −4.3307, 4.6151 C3 Positive

Dog 1 −3.7136, 4.6151, −4.2146 C2 Positive

Wolf 1 4.6151, −3.2581, −3.5361 C1 Positive

Cat 0.5556 4.1109, 4.3307, −4.6151 C3 Negative

Mouse 0.5556 4.1109, 4.3307, −4.6151 C3 Negative

Horse 0.5200 −4.6151, 3.2581, 3.5361 C1 Negative

Pelican 0.4444 −3.7136, −3.9318, 3.8165 C2 Negative

Duck 0.1111 −3.0445, −3.2581, 2.4941 C2 Negative

Rat 0.1111 −3.0445, −3.2581, 2.4941 C2 Negative

Mice 0.0903 −3.7136, 0, −1.2929 C1 Negative

Table 3

Final feature sets obtained with two different methods.

Method Final feature set Distributions of class labels

GI bat, cow, dog, wolf, cat, mouse C1 (1), C2 (1), C3 (4)

GI + IGFSS bat, dog, wolf, cat, horse, pelican C1 (2), C2 (2), C3 (2)
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- Iterate over the sorted list sl obtained in the previous stage and

put the appropriate features in the final feature set ffs. Make

the ffs equally representative for each class by using the feature

labels determined in stage 1. At the end of this stage, ffs must

contain equal number of features for each class considering a

specific negative membership ratio value nfr inside nfrs.

Stage 4. (Conditional part)

- If the number of features in ffs is less than fs, finalize the

feature selection process by adding missing amount of disre-

garded features having highest global feature selection scores

to ffs.

As can be understood from the flow of IGFSS, in the worst case,

ll features needs to be traversed once and some of them may be

raversed two times while constructing candidate feature set. Apart

rom the explanations above, a sample collection is provided in

able 1 in order to illustrate how IGFSS works. As seen from Table 1,

here exist six documents consisting of 11 distinct terms in the sam-

le collection. The features that are sorted according to their GI values

nd their corresponding OR scores are presented in Table 2. In this ta-

le, feature labels and their associated membership degrees are also

iven. Then, feature sets obtained by GI and GI based IGFSS are shown

n Table 3 where the size of the feature set was determined as 6 and

he nfr was set to 0.5. It is necessary to emphasize that the value of nfr

s given as 0.5 in order to explain the flow of the IGFSS method better.

o, it is not an empirically determined value.

In this sample scenario, there are two main points drawing at-

ention about global feature selection methods. The first one is that

he classes may not be represented almost equally in the final fea-

ure set. According to the sample scenario, while 6 features having

igher GI scores are selected, each class is represented with 1, 2, and

features, respectively. The second point is that most of the feature

election methods do not concern with negative features too much.
he term ‘wolf’ representing membership to class C1 was added to

he feature set. On the other hand, the term ‘horse’ which is a good

ndicator of non-membership to class C1 was not included in the fea-

ure set. However, if we analyze the discriminative power of the term

wolf’ and ‘horse’ manually, it can easily be seen that they have similar

iscriminative powers about C1. According to GI score, the term ‘wolf’

s nearly two times important than ‘horse’. As so some studies in the

iterature refers, negative features are also valuable and a portion of

hem must be included in the final feature set. For this purpose, a

egative feature ratio can be empirically determined. With the help

f IGFSS, both classes are represented almost equally and the nega-

ive features such as the term ‘horse’ can be added to the final feature

et. The sample collection and the final feature sets are provided to

how how IGFSS method works. Actual performance of IGFSS on var-

ous benchmark datasets with distinct characteristics is thoroughly

ssessed in the experimental work.

. Classification algorithms

In order to prove the efficacy of the proposed method, it was nec-

ssary to employ the classifiers commonly used for text classifica-

ion research in the literature and proven to be significantly success-

ul. For this purpose, linear support vector machine (Joachims, 1998)

nd naïve Bayes (Chen, Huang, Tian, & Qu, 2009) classifiers were uti-

ized. A brief explanation about these methods is given in the next

ubsections.

.1. Support vector machine (SVM)

SVM is one of the most effective classification algorithms in the

iterature and it has both linear and nonlinear versions. In this study,

inear version of SVM, which is known as one of the mostly success-

ul one especially for text classification, is employed (Uysal & Gunal,

012). SVM looks for a decision surface that is maximally far away

rom any data point. The distance from the decision surface to the

losest data point determines the margin of the classifier. The es-

ential point of SVM classifier is the margin maximization concept

Joachims, 1998; Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2008). For this pur-

ose, support vectors, which are the data points that lie at the border

etween the two classes, are detected. In order to handle multi-class

lassification problems, one of the two common approaches, namely

ne-against-all and one-against-one, can be adapted to convert two-

lass classification to multi-class case (Uysal & Gunal, 2012). In the ex-

eriments, LIBSVM classification toolbox (Chang & Lin, 2011) is used

ith the default parameter settings.

.2. Naïve bayes (NB)

Naïve Bayes classifiers are a kind of simple probabilistic classifiers

ased on Bayes theorem which regards the features as independent

rom each other. Essentially, due to this independence assumption, a

robability score is calculated by multiplying the conditional proba-

ilities with each other in naïve Bayes classification. Although there

re some widely-known event models such as Gaussian for Naïve

ayes classifiers, multinomial and multi-variate Bernoulli event mod-

ls are widely accepted ones for text classification (Jiang, Cai, Zhang, &

ang, 2013). The flow of the naïve Bayes algorithm can be described

s follows. Let document d consisting of a number of words is repre-

ented as (5) and its corresponding class label is assigned according

o Bayes rule as (6).

= w1, w2, w3, . . . , wn (5)

abel(d) = argMax
c

(P(Y = c)
n∏

i=1

P(wi|Y = c)) (6)
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Table 4

Reuters dataset.

Nos. Class label Training samples Testing samples

1 Earn 2877 1087

2 Acq 1650 719

3 Money-fx 538 179

4 Grain 433 149

5 Crude 389 189

6 Trade 369 117

7 Interest 347 131

8 Ship 197 89

9 Wheat 212 71

10 Corn 181 56

Table 5

WebKB dataset.

No Class label Training samples Testing samples

1 Course 651 279

2 Faculty 786 338

3 Project 352 152

4 Student 1148 493

Table 6

Classic3 dataset.

No Class label Training samples Testing samples

1 Cisi 1021 439

2 Cran 978 420

3 Med 723 310
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In this case, P(Y = c) is the probability of class c and P(wi|Y = c)is

the probability of word wi for a given class c. Multinomial and multi-

variate Bernoulli event models differs in calculation of P(wi|Y = c) in

(6). This probability is calculated as (7) and (8) according to multino-

mial and multi-variate Bernoulli event models, respectively.

P(wi|Y = c) = t fwi,c

|c| (7)

P(wi|Y = c) = d fwi,c

Nc
(8)

In the formulas, t fwi,c is term frequency of wi in class c, |c| is the sum

of term frequencies in class c, d fwi,c is document frequency of wi in

class c, and Nc is the total number of documents in class c. If the word

wi does not exist in the document d, the probability formula changes

as (9) for the word wi .

P(wi|Y = c) = 1 − P(wi|Y = c) (9)

In this study, multi-variate Bernoulli event model is utilized for naïve

Bayes classification.

5. Experimental work

In this section, an in-depth investigation was carried out to mea-

sure the performance of IGFSS against the individual performance

of the three global feature selection methods. While one-sided lo-

cal feature selection method utilized in the flow of IGFSS was OR,

global feature selection methods employed in the experiments were

IG, GI, and DFS. It should also be noted that stop-word removal and

stemming (Porter, 1980) were used as the two pre-processing steps

besides weighting terms with term frequency-inverse document fre-

quency (TF-IDF). In order to validate the performance of IGFSS, three

different datasets with varying characteristics and two different suc-

cess measures were utilized to observe effectiveness of IGFSS method

under different circumstances. In the following subsections, the uti-

lized datasets and success measures are briefly described. Then, the

characteristics of feature sets produced by the global feature selec-

tion methods are analyzed in order to show that the classes are not

equally represented in the feature set. Finally, the experimental re-

sults are presented.

5.1. Datasets

In this study, three distinct datasets with varying characteristics

were used for the assessment. The first dataset consists of the top-

10 classes of the celebrated Reuters-21578 ModApte split (Asuncion

& Newman, 2007). The second dataset is another popular benchmark

collection namely WebKB (Craven, McCallum, PiPasquo, Mitchell, &

Freitag, 1998) which is consisted of four classes. The third dataset

is Classic3 whose class distribution is nearly homogenous among

three classes (Uguz, 2011). All of these three datasets are widely

used benchmark collections for text classification. The detailed in-

formation regarding those datasets is provided in Tables 4–6. It is

obvious from these tables that Reuters dataset is highly imbalanced,

that is, numbers of documents in each class are quite different. On

the contrary, WebKB and Classic3 datasets are more balanced ones

with closer number of documents per class. While Reuters dataset

has its own training and testing split, WebKB and Classic3 datasets

were manually divided into training and testing splits. For this pur-

pose, 70% and 30% of documents were used as training and testing,

respectively.

5.2. Success measures

The two success measures employed in this study are well known

Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 (Manning et al., 2008; Uysal & Gunal, 2012).
n micro-averaging, all classification decisions in the dataset are en-

irely considered without class discrimination. If the classes in a col-

ection are biased, large classes would dominate small ones. Compu-

ation of Micro-F1 score can be formulated as

icro − F1 = 2 × p × r

p + r
(10)

here pair of (p, r) corresponds to precision and recall values, respec-

ively, over all the classification decisions within the entire dataset

ot individual classes. However, in macro-averaging, F-measure is

omputed for each class within the dataset and then the average

ver all classes is obtained. In this way, equal weight is assigned to

ach class without regarding the class distributions. Computation of

acro-F1 can be formulated as

acro − F1 =
∑C

k=1 Fk

C
, Fk = 2 × pk × rk

pk + rk

(11)

here pair of (pk, rk) corresponds to precision and recall values of

lass k, respectively.

.3. Analysis of the feature sets produced by global feature selection

ethods

As pointed out in Section 3, the feature sets constructed by

lobal feature selection methods may not represent all classes almost

qually. In this part, the distributions of features to classes are an-

lyzed for benchmark datasets. The profiles of feature sets obtained

rom Reuters-21578, WebKB, and Classic3 datasets by IG, GI, and DFS

ethods are investigated in the following figures. The labels that OR

ssigns to the features are used for this analysis. The amount of pos-

tive and negative features which shows the membership and non-

embership to classes are also presented in the figures. This analysis

s realized only on 250 features due to the fact that the feature size is

he minimum dimension in the experiments. Fig. 1–3 show the class

istributions of features obtained from Reuters dataset. It is clear that

eatures and their corresponding non-membership distributions vary

mong classes for all three methods.
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Fig. 1. Reuters: class distributions of features selected by IG.
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Fig. 2. Reuters: class distributions of features selected by GI.
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Fig. 3. Reuters: class distributions of features selected by DFS.
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Fig. 4–6 show the class distributions of features selected by IG, GI,

nd DFS methods on WebKB dataset. As in the previous figures, dis-

ribution of the features and their corresponding non-memberships

ary among classes for IG, GI, and DFS methods. It can be noted that

he change is not proportional with class probabilities. While the

lass having maximum amount of documents is C4, C1 is the mostly

resented class for WebKB dataset.

Fig. 7–9 show the class distributions of features selected by IG, GI,

nd DFS on Classic3 dataset. In this case, distributions of features to

lasses are more balanced but non-membership ratios change for dif-

erent global feature selection methods. According to the figures, C2
s the mostly presented class in spite of not having the most training

amples as it is valid for WebKB dataset.

.4. Accuracy analysis

In this section, the individual performances of global feature se-

ection methods and the proposed IGFSS method were compared.

his comparison was carried out according to the maximum Micro-F1

nd Macro-F1 values that these methods achieved. For IGFSS, the best

erforming negative feature ratio nfr and its corresponding Micro-F1

nd Macro-F1 scores are presented. Bold cells in the tables indicate
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Fig. 4. WebKB: class distributions of features selected by IG.
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Fig. 5. WebKB: class distributions of features selected by GI.
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Fig. 6. WebKB: class distributions of features selected by DFS.
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the maximum score for a specific method. Varying numbers of the

features, which are selected by each selection method, were fed into

SVM and NB classifiers. Table 7–9 show the Micro-F1 scores that were

obtained on three different datasets with these two classifiers.

According to Tables 7–9, IGFSS method surpasses the individual

performances of three different global feature selection methods in

terms of Micro-F1. However, the value of the negative feature ratio nfr

usually changes for different settings. The improvement on WebKB

dataset seems more impressive than the other datasets. However,

improvement on Classic3 dataset is lower than the others due to

probably its structure. As pointed out in the previous subsection, it
s a more balanced dataset than the others and this may have caused

egative features to be ineffective. Low nfr values obtained for Clas-

ic3 dataset supports this idea. It is possible to say that NB classifier

as improved better than SVM classifier. Besides, Tables 10–12 show

he Macro-F1 scores that were obtained on three different datasets

ith these two classifiers.

According to Tables 10–12, IGFSS method outperforms the indi-

idual performances of three different global feature selection meth-

ds for all cases in terms of Macro-F1. It is also necessary to note that

icro-F1 and Macro-F1 values on Reuters dataset differs more than

ebKB and Classic3 datasets because of being highly imbalanced.
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Fig. 7. Classic3: class distributions of features selected by IG.
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Fig. 8. Classic3: class distributions of features selected by GI.
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Fig. 9. Classic3: class distributions of features selected by DFS.
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he values of negative feature ratio nfr obtaining higher scores are

imilar to the ones in the Micro-F1 case. The improvement on Reuters

nd WebKB datasets seems more outstanding than Classic3 dataset

or Macro-F1 scores.

. Conclusions

The main contribution of this study to the literature is to intro-

uce an improved global feature selection scheme (IGFSS) for text

lassification. IGFSS is a generic solution for all of the filter-based
lobal feature selection methods unlike most of the other approaches

n the literature. As pointed out before, most of the studies in the lit-

rature are focused on providing some improvements on specific fea-

ure selection methods rather than providing a new generic scheme.

GFSS is an ensemble method which combines the power of a filter-

ased global feature selection method and a one-sided local fea-

ure selection method. The idea behind IGFSS is to make the feature

et represent each class in the dataset almost equally. For this pur-

ose, efficient feature ranking skills of global feature selection meth-

ds were combined with class membership and non-membership
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Table 7

Micro-F1 scores (%) for Reuters dataset using (a) SVM (b) NB.

(a)

Method Micro-F1

nfr 250 300 350 400 450 500

IG – 85.755 86.006 86.006 85.863 86.006 85.827

IG+IGFSS 0.6 85.361 86.473 86.150 86.294 86.114 86.006

GI – 85.935 85.971 86.006 86.401 86.078 86.437

GI+IGFSS 0.3 85.648 85.791 86.329 86.437 86.760 85.935

DFS – 85.899 85.899 85.971 85.791 85.899 85.791

DFS+IGFSS 0.8 85.002 86.258 86.473 86.258 86.114 85.863

(b)

Method Micro-F1

IG – 83.531 82.382 82.382 82.562 81.916 81.737

IG+IGFSS 0.3 84.105 84.284 84.320 84.212 84.535 84.033

GI – 84.535 84.212 83.961 84.141 83.674 83.423

GI+IGFSS 0.3 85.109 85.468 84.822 84.966 84.356 84.571

DFS – 84.930 84.284 84.033 83.889 83.602 83.100

DFS+IGFSS 0.4 84.607 85.181 85.289 84.679 84.787 84.751

Table 8

Micro-F1 scores (%) for WebKB dataset using (a) SVM (b) NB.

(a)

Method Micro-F1

nfr 250 300 350 400 450 500

IG – 82.013 81.696 82.013 80.903 81.616 81.062

IG+IGFSS 0.7 83.597 83.914 81.933 81.854 81.696 79.794

GI – 81.220 81.537 81.300 83.439 82.567 82.964

GI+IGFSS 0.7 84.311 83.043 82.013 82.567 82.726 81.696

DFS – 83.756 83.677 82.409 81.379 80.586 79.952

DFS+IGFSS 0.7 84.548 82.726 82.250 81.696 81.062 80.586

(b)

Method Micro-F1

IG – 81.062 81.220 80.983 80.349 79.952 79.239

IG+IGFSS 0.2 83.122 83.518 83.043 82.647 81.458 80.983

GI – 57.765 61.252 64.897 69.017 70.919 72.583

GI+IGFSS 0 78.130 77.655 77.734 77.338 76.941 76.624

DFS – 82.647 81.616 82.250 81.854 80.745 80.666

DFS+IGFSS 0.3 84.707 83.360 82.964 82.567 83.043 82.567

Table 9

Micro-F1 scores (%) for Classic3 dataset using (a) SVM (b) NB.

(a)

Method Micro-F1

nfr 250 300 350 400 450 500

IG – 95.723 96.407 96.920 97.348 96.920 97.519

IG+IGFSS 0.1 96.065 96.151 96.493 96.578 97.605 97.177

GI – 94.440 95.552 96.920 96.322 97.006 96.920

GI+IGFSS 0.1 97.092 96.151 96.749 97.177 97.092 97.177

DFS – 96.065 96.578 97.177 97.434 97.776 97.947

DFS+IGFSS 0.3 95.552 96.236 96.835 97.006 98.033 97.006

(b)

Method Micro-F1

IG – 97.263 97.605 98.289 98.375 98.460 98.546

IG+IGFSS 0 97.776 97.861 98.375 98.973 98.888 98.888

GI – 96.835 97.947 98.204 97.947 98.118 98.118

GI+IGFSS 0 97.605 97.776 98.204 98.802 98.888 99.059

DFS – 97.605 98.204 98.204 98.546 98.802 98.717

DFS+IGFSS 0 98.118 98.375 98.802 98.802 98.802 98.973

f
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t

detection capability of one-sided local feature selection methods

in a different manner. A specific negative feature ratio was deter-

mined while obtaining the new feature sets with these two meth-

ods. Using well-known benchmark datasets, classification algorithms

and success measures, effectiveness of IGFSS was investigated and

compared against the individual performance of filter-based global
eature selection methods. The results of a thorough experimental

nalysis clearly indicate that IGFSS improved the performance of clas-

ification in terms of Micro-F1 and Macro-F1.

Despite its significant contribution, this proposed scheme has

ome limitations. In this study, IGFSS is applied to global fea-

ure selection methods for text classification. However, local feature
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Table 10

Macro-F1 scores (%) for Reuters dataset using (a) SVM (b) NB.

(a)

Method Macro-F1

nfr 250 300 350 400 450 500

IG – 65.384 65.040 65.737 65.184 64.715 64.798

IG+IGFSS 0.6 66.102 67.533 66.192 66.111 65.708 65.351

GI – 64.761 65.358 66.769 66.062 65.410 65.958

GI+IGFSS 0.7 66.347 67.277 66.814 66.459 66.932 65.948

DFS – 65.568 65.979 66.170 65.010 65.089 65.024

DFS+IGFSS 0.9 64.935 66.475 65.838 66.487 67.076 65.532

(b)

Method Macro-F1

IG – 65.516 64.389 64.625 64.293 64.044 63.753

IG+IGFSS 0.3 66.031 66.008 66.160 66.019 66.641 66.108

GI – 65.783 65.942 65.044 65.302 65.155 65.126

GI+IGFSS 0.1 68.390 67.648 67.615 67.615 67.524 67.736

DFS – 66.770 66.633 66.457 66.016 65.471 64.971

DFS+IGFSS 0.1 68.514 67.229 67.467 67.483 67.338 66.931

Table 11

Macro-F1 scores (%) for WebKB dataset using (a) SVM (b) NB.

(a)

Method Macro-F1

nfr 250 300 350 400 450 500

IG – 80.715 80.215 80.788 79.998 80.545 79.870

IG+IGFSS 0.7 82.223 82.785 80.904 80.810 81.094 79.791

GI – 79.760 80.663 80.314 82.810 81.630 82.189

GI+IGFSS 0.3 81.454 80.659 81.234 82.359 82.128 83.413

DFS – 82.559 82.497 81.462 80.766 79.936 79.206

DFS+IGFSS 0.7 83.268 81.526 81.059 80.598 79.916 80.130

(b)

Method Macro-F1

IG – 81.164 81.211 80.890 80.172 79.962 79.244

IG+IGFSS 0.5 83.707 82.586 82.551 82.040 81.768 82.227

GI – 59.787 63.112 66.285 69.773 71.271 72.648

GI+IGFSS 0 77.220 76.493 76.400 76.255 75.640 75.184

DFS – 83.152 81.809 82.525 82.172 80.922 80.955

DFS+IGFSS 0.3 84.782 83.543 83.298 82.878 83.466 82.991

Table 12

Macro-F1 scores (%) for Classic3 dataset using (a) SVM (b) NB.

(a)

Method Macro-F1

nfr 250 300 350 400 450 500

IG – 95.585 96.303 96.852 97.234 96.800 97.423

IG+IGFSS 0.1 95.999 96.115 96.392 96.490 97.525 97.074

GI – 94.250 95.525 96.916 96.274 96.952 96.843

GI+IGFSS 0.2 95.902 96.008 96.612 95.670 96.477 97.173

DFS – 96.006 96.532 97.137 97.371 97.724 97.921

DFS+IGFSS 0.3 95.488 96.230 96.768 96.969 98.055 97.033

(b)

Method Macro-F1

IG – 97.108 97.472 98.229 98.290 98.396 98.488

IG+IGFSS 0 97.662 97.749 98.304 98.935 98.860 98.857

GI – 96.687 97.829 98.107 97.830 98.012 98.010

GI+IGFSS 0 97.489 97.674 98.119 98.751 98.844 99.028

DFS – 97.511 98.139 98.120 98.489 98.766 98.674

DFS+IGFSS 0 98.046 98.320 98.766 98.754 98.754 98.937
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election metrics can be adapted to this scheme with addition of a

lobalization step in order to produce a unique score for features. Be-

ides, in the experiments, odds ratio is utilized as one-sided feature

election method to extract negative features. As pointed out in the

revious sections, odds ratio is known to produce excessive number

f negative features. So, it is possible to employ high ratios for nega-

ive features in case the feature dimension is not a very high number.
Based on the limitation of this paper and the computational re-

ults, some potential directions for future research might be pro-

osed. As an example, heuristic approaches may be integrated to

GFSS in order to detect a more appropriate ratio for negative fea-

ures. Correspondingly, the impact of using varying negative feature

atio for classes may be examined. Apart from these, the integration

f other global feature selection methods in the literature to IGFSS
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and ratio of probable performance improvements still remain as an

interesting future work.
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